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Joyful News - October 20, 2017
Dr. Joy S. Pedersen

Update

Joy S. Pedersen,
Founder of
Express Success
LLC, is a Licensed
Spiritual
Healer, Certified
Spiritual Health Coach, Certified
Law of Attraction Practitioner,
ordained minister and Doctor of
Divinity as well as a
noted business consultant and
networker with a
celebrated international clientele.

As you've noticed, we changed up some of the formats. We will be going through a
number of changes over the next year. We are entering a new time and opportunity and
I am changing with the times and the opportunities as presented for the next phase of
my work. During this change, we all appreciate everyone's flexibility.

She works closely with individuals
and businesses of all sizes to
overcome their challenges with
money, relationships, career,
business, health and well being.

Wishing you safe travels and a wonderful weekend.

Working by phone using intuitive
gifts, as well as established, timehonored spiritual techniques, her
work includes clearing negative
memories, limiting beliefs,
property and karma to achieve
more effortless success.
Dr. Joy is a #1 international best
seller of a couple of books. Her
first book launched her spiritual
healing career when Archangel
Michael approached her asking
her to join him in a healing
practice and write his book,
"Wisdom of the Guardian:
Treasures From Archangel Michael
to Change Your Life". Her recent
bestseller, "Clear Your Past and
Change Your Future" speaks of
her work with Archangel Michael
over the years.
Her pro bono work focuses on a
global peace and prosperity
initiative healing the cause of the
imbalances of life to the
atrocities affecting all.

To schedule a
session or a 15minute getacquainted call,
contact Dr. Joy
Email or call 800-801-7597

Flexibility is key right now as the changes occur in the world. Being attached to the past
is what holds you there and blocks effortlessly moving into new possibilities. Remember
always that surrendering to God is the way to not only stay afloat but soar. In each
moment that something disturbing occurs, surrender the situation, your feelings and
concerns over to God.
In light of my upcoming travels, I am including here an article on why it is important to
clear travel, which is exactly what I am doing in preparation for my trip.

Blessings,
Joy

Why It is Important to Clear Travel?
I clear travel for my private clients when trips come up for them. I include every person,
place and thing from the time they leave home until they return. But why and how?
Unless you clear the path ahead, there could be unforeseen challenges. You sweep your
walkway so no one trips or picks up unnecessary dirt. You clear the energy, karma, past
memories that could trigger a negative reaction or experience.
You want to improve outcomes such as weather, times, engagement with others,
baggage, flight, schedule, timing, airport, traffic and passenger issues.
If you lived in a country before but this is the first time visiting, you may trigger past-life
memories that end up being moved more to the forefront and then you begin operating
out of those memories as well as your other memories. Your subconscious memories and
programming greatly influence your results both in what you attract as well as
experience.
We clear with the flight crew, air traffic control and gate agents, etc. for a better
outcome. We clear with everyone you will encounter on the rest of the trip because you
never know what past connections you share and most relationships have issues to
clean up between them. Why not clear your karma with someone before meeting with
them than have that karma triggered with the encounter?
When you clear with the purpose of the trip, we are asking that those special events,
meetings, weddings and vacations be elevated to have more fun and effectiveness and
ease with all.
Most report having better experiences when I have cleared in advance. Of course, those
who clear more than just once have even better results. As you can imagine, there's a
lot of things you can clear with travel including the countries and cities visited, the
people along the way and the food and drink you enjoy.
When you clear someone's home, hotel room or conference or meeting room before
getting there, you raise the vibration of the environment. You also lessen the opportunity
of picking up the energies of others as well as lower energies that can bring yours down.
You, of course, don't want ghosts haunting you at night, so by clearing the space before
hand, you are free from that dynamic. And, of course, if you sleep in a hotel bed that had
numerous people before you with mixed energies, anger, fears and worries, you don't
want to absorb those energies into your energy field.
When you return from a trip, it is also a good idea to clear with the same elements
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because you have picked up energies as well as attachments to people, places and
things that can diminish your energy with those attachments in place. By cutting the
attachments your energies won't be drained from the invisible cords that can still be
connected.
The more people who clear their travels, the more they help elevate people as well as
the locations around the world and help everyone to experience a better and easier life.

Upcoming Events
November 4, 2017 - 11:11 AM PST - Clear Your Past and Change Your Future Monthly
Group Clearing Call
November 18, 2017 - 1:30 AM EST - Morristown, New Jersey - "Reignite the Light"
Workshop
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